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according to the beginning of the film, the subject is tanzanian peasants. the film shows a long line
of people walking down a path. it looks like they are going to a religious festival. they are wearing a
woven striped cloth around their waist. as they walk, they are wearing hats. they are all walking at
the same pace and they are all carrying heavy loads of pots. the set, like most of the early images in
the film, looks very much like a traditional african village. they have a view of tall trees in the
background, on the right. sbs indonesian is a cultural television and radio broadcaster, a division of
sbs, with headquarters in jakarta. sbs is the only international provider of television and radio for
native spoken language viewers and listeners throughout southeast asia, and a leading multicultural
content provider. sbs's indonesian tv channels are available through cable, satellite, digital
terrestrial, pay tv and the internet. screen australia is an independent, not-for-profit and government
funded organisation established to maximise australia’s global and local contribution to the
international moving image. at screen australia we provide support to both professional and
emerging australian screen makers, and we connect them to key international markets and
networks. sbs is a public service media corporation, owned and operated by the australian
government, operating across multiple platforms and delivering programs to over 25 million
australians each week in 67 languages. tv broadcasting in indonesia is generally only in the two main
languages, bahasa indonesia (indonesian) and bahasa melayu (malay). the country of indonesia has
many ethnic groups who speak different languages. the most common of these are the orang
asli(dayak), batak(bataknese) and javanese (javanese, acehnese, sundanese etc.).
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